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ABSTRACT 

The basic strategy of the theoretical study of microwave heating in 

the ELMO Bumpy Torus (EBT) is outlined ,and the current status of the 

various aspects of the study is described. There are four broad areas 

which are being investigated: (1) heating and wave damping mechanisms, 

(2) the geometrical optics of microwave propagation in EBT, (3) reflection 

and mode conversion effects at regions such as cutoff and resonances where 

the geometrical optics approximation breaks down, and (4) nonlinear effects 

such as ponderamotive effects and parametric decay. Details are given of 

the geometrical optics code which has been developed to do ray tracing in 

arbitrary three dimensional (3-D) plasma equilibria. Examples are given 

for plasma parameters characteristic of EBT-I and EBT-TI. Details are 

also given of the stochastic heating model currently in use with the 1-D 

transport code and of the linear wave damping model used in the ray trac

ing code. The most pressing problems of physics yet to be addressed and 

the directions for future work are indicated. 

v 



INTRODUCTION 

In the EBT device 1 all heating is provided by microwaves through 

the electron cyclotron resonance interaction. In addition, the microwaves 

play an essential role by producing the high beta, hot electron annuli 

which provide macroscopic stability for the toroidal plasma component. 

Clearly, a knowledge of the heating profiles, the microwave field dis

tribution, and the effect of the microwaves on the particle distribution 

function is crucial to the understanding of EBT operation and scaling. 

The objective of the EBT microwave heating study is to develop the basic 

physics understanding, the calculational techniques, and the computer 

codes necessary to make detailed practical calculations of the microwave 

fields and their plasma effects in EBT. devices. 

Electron cyclotron heating (ECH) is a linear resonance process 

which has been successfully applied in EBT-I, 1 • 2 tokamaks,3 and other 

devices. For a review, particularly as applied to EBT-I, see Ref. 2. 

The basic resonance can be obtained from consideration of electromagnetic 

waves in a simple, cold, magnetized plasma. For right-hand circularly 

polarized waves (extraordinary mode) propagating along the magnetic 

field, the refractive index n(w) satisfies the dispersion relation 

where 

w (w - n ) 
e 

w electron plasma frequency, pe 

rl leiB/m c = electron cyclotron frequency, and 
e e 

w wave frequency. 

(1) 

At a location in the plasma where rl = w, the refractive index is infinite 
e 

and the waves are absorbed. No nonlinear coupling processes are involved, 

there are no electric field thresholds which must be exceeded, and 

excessive microwave field intensities are not required. 

1 . 
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A number of previous studies have dealt with the theory of electron 

cyclotron heating in specific devices. 4 - 11 However, these studies have 

treated the heating due to an arbitrarily specified microwave field 

structure or have made simplifying assumptions such as plane stratifica

tion of the plasma. In EBT, however, the plasma and cavity have very 

complicated and unsymmetrical geometry (see Fig. 1); thus, the assumption 

of plane stratification is inadequate, and more detailed calculations are 

necessary in order to determine the spatial heating profiles. 

To solve for the fields directly as a boundary value problem is not 

practical for several reasons. First, the cavity is large (~103 cubic 

wavelengths) and discrete cavity modes are not expected to play a signifi

cant role. Second, the plasma dielecrric properties ar·e uuL luL:al quanti

ties but depend on the microwave field away from the observation point. 

Finally, the plasma dielectric properties can be singular (for example, at 

cutoffs and resonances). However, because the scale lengths for varia

tions in the eq1.1ilibrium, L, are large in comparison with the wavelengths, 

A., we can use the geometrical optics approximation. That is, we solve the 

problem by Fourier analyzing in space, expanding in plane waves, and 

following the local uniform plasma normal modes (ray tracing). 

It should be mentioned that for the current device (EBT-I), the 

conditions for validity of the geometrical optics approximation (A. ~ L) 

are only marginally satistied (A ~ 1.5-3 ern, L 'v 3-5 em). Huwevt!L, fur 

future devices with higher microwave frequencies and larger plasma dimen

sions, the geometrical optics approximation should be adequate. 

Certain difficulties with this approach must be recognized immedi

ately. No matter how gradual the spatial variations of the plasma, there 

will be regions where the geometrical optics approximation breaks down. 

At a cutoff (k + 0), the local wavelength becomes infinite and a normal 

mode of the plasma disappears. At a resonance (k +~),the local wave

length changes rapidly and a normal moc.h:! Lecomes singular. If pla!:!ma 

parameters change rapidly, the uniform plasma normal mode description is 

inappropriate. At any of these regions reflection, absorption, or linear 

mode conversion (th~ coupling of two or more normal modes) can occur. 

Obviously, techniques must be developed to piece together solutions found 
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Profile Resonant Heating (10.6 GHz) ORNL • OWG 74 • 2066A - R 

EBT Mod-B Contours (-), Flux Lines (---), and Heating Geometry Ut11 1 ) 

Fig. 1. Configuration of magnetic field in EBT. Two microwave 
frequencies (10.6 GHz and 18 GHz) are fed from the opening on the 
lnside wall of the cavity. The wave modP r~t t:hP. injection port is 
ordinary rather than extraordinary. The hot electron ring (runaway 
electrons) is observed to be a narrow belt encircling the local 
second harmonic resonance (for 18 GHz) in the midplane. The 
maximum microwave heating takes place at the cyclotron resonance 
zone (hatched area). 
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in the regions where geometrical optics is valid across the regions where 

geometrical optics breaks down. In many cases these singular regions will 

be thin surfaces only a few wavelengths thick and we can hope to find 

connection formulas across them. In other cases the singularity will 

result in reflection or mode conversion and reflection/conversion coef

ficients can be found. 

An outline of the basic approach to be taken in making the detailed 

calculations is as follows: 

(1) The source field (at the waveguide mouth) is expanded as a super

position of plane waves or rays. 

(2) The rnyo arc traced through the plasma and allowed to retlect, 

split (by linear mode conversion), and be absorbed. 

(3) Rays, or the ray trees generated by mode conversion, are followed 

until all, or a certain fraction, of their energy is deposited in 

the plasmas. 

(4) The energies and microwave fields are coherently summed for a 

representative collection of rays in each small region of plasma 

(i.e., histograms are generated for energy deposition and field 

amplitude). 

This strategy entails a long-term research project which is far from 

complete at this time. The purpose of this report is to describe the 

various aspects of the microwave heating study, to report on the current 

status of the research under way, and to indicate the most pressing 

problems of physics and computer code development yet to be addressed. 

Section 2 discusses the microwave absorption mechanisms. Since no 

nonlinear processes are involved, the basic physics is comparatively well 

understood. However, absorption calculations in realistic geometries are 

involved and ultimately coupled to a self-consistent determination of the 

microwave fields. A simple stochast-ic hPAting mudel currently used in the 

EBT 1-D transport code is discussed. Techniques are described for calcu

lating the wave damping in a finite temperature plasma, and results are 

presented for plasma parameters characteristic of EBT-I and for proj er.teci 

EBT-II parameters. ln Sect. 3, we discuss the geometrical optics code 

RAYS, which has been developed to do ray tracing in arbitrary 3-D plasma 
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equilibria. Results are presented for wave propagation in quasi-toroidal 

equilibria (a straight cylinder with 1/x falloff in magnetic field 

strength) and for mirror equilibria. In Sect. 4, the problems associated 

with joining relations at resonances and cutoffs are discussed, and in 

Sect. 5 some elementary consideration of nonlinear processes is given. 

Section 6 contains our conclusions. 
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2. MICROWAVE ABSORPTION MECHANISMS 

The resonant absorption of microwave energy by plasma electrons can 

be understood from several different but ultimately equivalent viewpoints. 

One approach to microwave heating is to postulate a rf field distribution 

throughout the plasma and to calculate the energy deposition· on the basis 

of single particle orbit theory. A number of papers have used this 

approach (e.g., Refs. 4, 5, and 6). Of course, the rf fields used are not 

self-consistent. A very simple, cold plasma model nf· this cart clll:.L~utly 

being u~ed in the EBT 1-D transport code12 is described in Sect. 2.1. 

Another approach is to use the finitP tP.mperature di::;!JersiOii relation to 

calculate the local value of the imaginary pA.:rt of the refr.:u::tlve index 

for propagating waves.8, 9,13,l 4 This technique, used in the geometrical 

optics code, is discussed in Sect. 2.2. Finally, local energy absorption 

can be calculated using the plasma conductivity tensor.7,13,15 This 

method has computational advantages and is being adopted for use in the 

RAYS code. 

2.1 A SIMPLE STOCHASTIC HEATING MODEL 

The heating geometry in one section of EBT is !;lhown in Fig. 1. Each 

time an electron passes through a cyclotron re::;uuan.ce zone (hatched in the 

figure), it gains perpendicular energy from the resonant microwave field. 

Over a time of many transits through the resonant zones, the particle 

performs a random walk in energy which rcoults iu a time-average heating. 

It is straightforward to C'.Alculate the enP,rgy gain per pat·ticle on each 

pass, 5, 11 and Eldridge has set up a Fokk.P.r-Planck formulaLluu which 

includes the effects of finite temperature, finite wavelength, and relativ

ictic cffel.:L::; .10 Models of this type are referred to AR stocho.otif'. 

becau::;~ an element of randomness is necessary in order to prevent the wave 

phase and particle gyrophase from becoming correlated on successive passes 

through the resonant zone. If such correlation develops, the motion 

becomeo adiabaLle, and heating stops when the particles reach a limiting 

energy.l6 For a device having EBT-I parameters, this adiabatic limit is 

greater than 30 keV even without considering randomizing effects such as 

peloidal drift, collisions, or oscillator phase jitter. 17 
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An electron in an inhomogeneous magnetic field, Q (z) ~ w + Q'z, e . 
passing through the resonance zone ne = w will suffer a change in perpen-

dicular energy ow1 due to acceleration by the right-circularly rotating 

component of the electric field E = E iE • This change in energy can 
X y 

be either positive or negative depending upon the gyrophase angle of the 

electron relative to the wave field. However, when averaged over a random 

phase angle, the energy gain is positive and proportional to the wave 

energy density IE-1 2 and the length of the time spent in the resonant 

region t.t = l/n'v
11

, 

= ·Tie21E-12 
2mn 'v

11 

(2) 

The net heating rate is obtained by multiplying this average energy incre

ment by the electron density and the rate at which electrons pass through 

the resonant zones, 1/T = ~ 1 /L, 

2 LQ' (s) 
resonant 

(3) 

where L is the length of electron excursion along the field lines. 

Typically L is taken to be the z separation between resonant zones in a 

symmetric mirror. 

Note that j_n this cold plasma, low density model there i1:> uo inter

action between the electrons and the left-circularly polarized (ordinary) 

mode at cyclotron resonance. The relevant dispersion relation for a left

circularly polarized wave is 

w(w + n ) ' 
e 

which has no resonances at w = n . e 

(4) 
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In order to obtain radial heating profiles from Eq. (3) for use in 

the EBT 1-D transport code, a bumpy cylinder model· for the magnetic field 

has been adopted: 

B (x) 

where 

3 [ 1 . 1 B1 (z,r) = 2 B0 1 ~- 3 cos (Kz)Io(Kr) , 

-

K." = Tr 
z 

m 

Bo 

;?, 
sin 

(5) 

z = axial distance from a mirror midplane to mirror throat, 
m 

Bo field on axis at the midplane, 

and Io (x), I 1 (x) are modified Bessel func. ti nns. This model field glvl::!s a 

mirror ratio of two on axis (r = 0). The fields given by Eq. (5) are 

restricted to r :,.;; z • Using this form for R, the axial location of lltl::! 
m -

cyclotron resonant zone zR and the gradient of B along a field line can be 

evaluated analytically as a function of r: 

aB 

as 
n(s)=w 

].1 

(6) 

(7) 

,. 
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where the arguments of Io, I1 are Kr, the quantities B1 and B2 are 

evaluated at [zR(r),r], and st
0 

= eB
0

/rnc is the cyclotron frequency on 

axis at the midplane. In order to model EBT-I, the appropriate parameters 

are z = 20 ern, B
0 
~ 5 kG, and w /st ~ 1.3. Examples of the magnetic 

rn ~ 0 
field lines and rnod-B contours given by this model are shown in Fig. 2. 

It is also necessary to model the microwave electric field profile 

IE-(r) 12 . Typically the 1-D transport calculations have assumed IE-1 2 

to be constant with r. Examples of 1-D transport profiles with this 

model can be found in Ref. 12. Some calculations have been made with 

IE-12 profiles which are depressed in the center as if the microwave 

energy were depleted by absorption in propagating radially inward. The 

particular model used was 

E~ [ 1 + 6 tanh ( :2r~) ]~ E~H(r) , (8) 

Because no adequate theory exists to determine E~, the microwave field 

amplitude is fixed by specifying the total power deposited tn the toroidal 

core plasma, PTOT' which can be estimated from experiment, 

Figure 3 shows profiles of power deposited, P , in watts per cubic 
~ 

meter, obtained from Eq. (5) for various values ~ of the on axis de-

~ression in IE-(r) 1
2 . The density profile was essentially parabolic. 

2.2 WAVE DAMPING MODEL 

(9) 

In order to calculate the microwave fields in any way self-consis

tenLly, it is necessary to take into account the dielectric properties 

of the plasma with respect to waves propagating at various angles. The 

local rate of energy deposition can be determined from the dispersiuu 

relation for waves in a finite temperature plasma. When coupled with 

ray tracing, in principle this procedure allows the microwave fields to 

be calculated self-consistently throughout the plasma. 
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The amount of absorption and the wave propagation characteristics 

depend sensitively on the plasma geometry as well as on plasma parameters . . 
Considerable simplification is obtained if one assumes that the plasma has 

a plane stratified geometry (i.e., all gradients in a fixed direction). 

In that case, the refractive index in a direction perpendicular to the 

gradients is constant .in consequence of Sn~ll's law. 

Consider first the case of perpendicular stratification in which the 

magnetic field is taken along the ~ direction and all variations in plasma 

parameters are perpendicular to~ in the i direction (Fig. 4). The 

~ispersion relation satisfied bx c.old plasma waves in such a perpt!ngic

ularly stratified plR~mR i~ of the form 

0 . 

(1 0) 

It .can be seen innnediately tha·t a resonance (n2 -+ 00 ) occurs at the upper , X 

hybrid frequency w2H = w2 + n2 for arbitrary values of n2 . This reso-D pe e · z 
nance occurs on the extraordinary mode root of the dispersion relation. 

Cnt.nffs occur for 

(11) 

and for 

0 . (12) 

Equation (11) represents the familiar ordinary mode cutoff. Equation (12) 

can be solved to yield the magnetic field strength for the extraordinary 

mode cutoff, 
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n e cutoff ( 

w2 fw2 ) 
w 1- ...........__pe • 

1 - n 2 
z 

(13) 

Since ne cutoff < w, Eq. (13) illustrates the well-known result that an 

extraordinary mode wave propagating in the direction of increasing mag-

netic field will be reflected when ne(x) = ne cutoff' that is, before 

reaching the cyclotron resonance layer n (x) = w. In the cold plasma 
e 

model a wave propagating toward the cyclotron resonance from the strong 

magnetic field siqe [ne(x) > w] propagates without impediment past the 

cyclotron resonance to the upper hybrid,resonance layer where it mu::;L be 

absorbed or mode converted. As the wave approaches the upper hy?rid 

resonance, n diverges so the angle between k and B becomes TI/2, inde
x 

pendent of n 2 . Note that z . there is no cold plasma resonance at n o w for 
e 

the case of perpendicular stratification. However, there is a particle 

resonance at the cyclotron resonant layer, and a finite tempecature 

treatment of the wave propagation shows that energy is weakly absorbed 

from both ordinary and extraordinary modes. Cyclotron absorption in 

perpendicularly stratified plasmas has been investigat~d thoroughly by 

Eldridge, Namkung, and En·gland 1 0 for parameters of interest in tnk::~mRk». 

The situation is entirely different for a parallel stratified plasmA. 

in which all var:i,ations in pl.<~sma parametero are in the :G uirection 

parallel to B (Fig. 4). The cold plasma dispersion relation for waves 

propagating in a parallel stratified medium is of the form 

..., ') ') ., .,, 4 
w"'(w~-w .. ) (w"""-W)n 

pe e z 

(14) 
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An ordinary mode resonance occurs at w2 = w2 and an extraordinary mode pe 
resonance occurs at w2 = Q2 for arbitrary values of n 2 . Cutoffs occur at 

e x 

(15) 

for the ordinary mode and at 

(16) 

for the extraordinary mode. Equation (16) can be solved to yield the 

magnetic field strength Q for which the extraordinary mode is cut off, 
c 

(17) 

Again for w /w < 1, we have Q < w so that an extraordinary mode wave pe c 
propagating in the direction of increasing magnetic field will be 

reflected at the point Q (z) = Q before reaching the cyclotron resonance 
e c 

layer, Q (z) = w. A wave propagating toward the cyclotron resonance from 
e 

the high field side reaches the resonance provided the density is such 

that w2 /w 2 < 2- n 2 . Above this density a cutoff exists with Q 
nP v e cutoff 

.As the wave approaches the cyclotron resonance, n diverges so the angle z 
between k and B approaches zero regardless of the value of n2 • - - X 

> 

The geometry of EBT is such that the assumption of either parallel or 

perpendicular stratification is inappropriate, although there are local 

regions where both approximations can be used. In general, the wave 

properties and propagation angle near resonance must be obtained by ray 

tracing. To obtain the rate of energy deposition, one needs the imaginary 

part of the refractive index for arbitrary angle of propagation. 

The dispersion relation for electromagnetic waves in a nonrelativ

istic, uniform, magnetized plasma can be written in the form1
1.
1 

w. 



A= det IAijl 0 ' 

where 

A .. 
l.J (

k.k. ) 2 l. J n --- o .. + e: .. , 
k2 l.J l.J 
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n = ck 
w 

= refractive index, and 

e:.. dielectric tensor. 
l.J 

(18) 

The elements of the dielectric tensor e: .. are. iu ~enerr~l, romplicatlid 
l.J 

infinite sums of Bessel functions and parallel velocity integrals.l3,lS 

The following symmetry relations hold: 

-e:l2' (19) 

With these symmetry relations, the determinant in Eq. (1) can be evaluated 

to give 

A= detiA .. 1 = An4 + Bn2 + c = 0, 
l.J 

where 

A e:ll sin2 e + 2El3 sine cos e + e:33 cos 2e 

(20) 

General expressions fore: .. when the plasma distribution function is 
l.J 

Maxwellian can be found in Refs. 13 and 14 for arbitrary frequency and 

temperature. 

neglected. 

However, for w ~ Q. = e.B/m.c, the ion contribution can be 
l. l. l. 

With the additional assumptions 



w - RJl 
___ e.=..~ 1 

~lve 

17 

for (21) 

only the t·= 0, ±1 terms need to be retained in the sums and the Bessel 

functions can be expanded to first order in k1 pe. 

then simplify to 

[ w2 w2 l 
€12 = -€21 -i 

pe + pe Z(t;) 
2w(w + n ) 2w~lve e 

w2 k 
€13 €31 = ~ -1

- [1 + E;Z(E,;)] 
wne 2~ 1 

€23 -€32 i€13 

where 

Z(O = plasma disper~:;luu function, 

t;, (w- ne)/~lve, 

Pe v /&1 , e e 

v e 
= V :l'l' /m . 

e e' and 

n leiB/m c > 0. 
e e 

The elements of E .. 
l.J 

(22) 

(This notation ditters from Ref. 14, which uses v = ..j T /m . ) 
e e e 
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The plasma dispersion relation Z(~) is defined by 

<.[ 
-co 

-X2 
dx -=e __ 

X - ~ 

(23) 

where the integration is over the Landau contour. In Russian literature, 

the function w(~) is frequently used in place of Z(~), 

- !._ Z(E;) 
..;:; 

To simplify the notation, we introduce the definitions: 

w2 
Pe q = --~--

2w(w + n ) 
e 

v e s =-
c 

i w2 ...;:; w2 /w 2 
. pe _.._p..::.e __ 

a = - 2 wk. v Z(~) = 2 Sn cos e w(~) ' 
-11 e · 

These expressions can now be used in Eq. 22 to obtain 

A = ia sin2 tl + { 1 - q + P ~e [1 + ~z (0]} sin2e + (1-P+PF) c.m:; 26 i 

w2 
B = -(l-q+ia)(l-P+PF)(l+cos2e) + P2 [l+~Z(~)]2 tan2e(l+cos2e) 

4n2 

(24) 

e (25) 

- (l-2q)(l+2ia) sin28- (l-2q)P ~ [l+~Z(~)] tan 8 sin 8 cos 8 , 
e 

c 
w2 

(l-2q)(l+2icr)(l-P+PF) - (l-2q)P 2 [l+~Z(~)]2 tan2e . 
2~~2 

e 
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Now compare magnitudes of various terms for w ~ n , 
e 

.J7T w2 1 c w2 c 1 
crrv-~ -rv~-----

2 w2 n cos e v n2 v n cos e e e e 

1 k2p 2 w v w2 

F 
1 e e ---- t,;[l + F;Z(t,;)] rv kp -sin 8 tan 9 rv- -- n sin 9 tan 9 

2 nS cos e e n c n2 

v 
'V ~tan e . 

c 

e e 

It is generally found that w2 /n2 (c/v) ~ 1, so that lcrl ~ 1 (this implies pe e e 
a resonably high density plasma if the temperature is high). On the 

other hand F, the k 2p 2/n8 cos 8 term, is small provided 8 is not too near 
e 

TI/2. The terms in the dispersion relation, Eq. (20), can be conveniently 

regrouped, 

0 , 

.where 

. + 2(1- P)(l- 2q), 

[ 

w2 
- (1- q) (1- P)(l + cos 2e) - p2 

4n 2 
e 

(26) 
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w2 
+ (1- P)(l- 2q) - P2 (1- 2q) tan2e, 

2n2 
e 

w 
Az = P -- sin2 en4 

n 
e 

- [ (1 - 2q)P 
w 
- sin2 e 
n 

e 

p (1.\2 

(1 - 2q) ~ tan2e 
2 n2 

e 

(1- q)F(l + cos 2e)n2 + P(l- 2q). 

Equation (26) describes the propagation and damping of electromagnetic 

waves propagating at arbitrary angles in a nonrelativistic plasma of 

arbitrary density and temperature. The only approximations made were 

k1 pe ~ 1 and (w- tne)/~lve ~ 1 for t * 1. The nonrelativistic formula

tion breaks down, however, for angles of propagation very near 8 = TI/2. 

In the case that ~I :;: ve/c, broadening of the resonance (w - ~1 v11 -

tn/y)- 1 due to the relativistic mass increase, y, is comparable tn thP. 

Doppler broadening, ~I v
11 

, ;:md must be included. 

Calculations based on a weak damping approximation to the dispersion 

relation, Eq. (20), date from the mid-1950's and are well known. Such an 

approximation has been userl i_n the RAYS code to calculate the absorption 

ot energy aiong a rAy in various plaoma equ:i.liuL.i.a. Since a number of 

misprints exist in the publishec;l literat11rP, ;:~nd thii form of th<! equa.Lluul::i 

used in the RAYS code is slightly more general, the results of the weak 

damping analysis are reproduced here. 

Using the assumption that 

w2 c 
pe -----~ 1 ' 

w2 nv cos e 
e 

(27) 
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we find that lcrl ~ 1 so the first term in Eq. (20) is dominant. Then to 

lowest order the refractive is given by n2 where 
± 

0 and 

n~ (2- P(l + cos 28) + (1- 4q) sin28 ± {[2- P(l + cos 28) 

+ (1- 4q) sin2e] 2 - 8(1- P)(l- 2q) sin2s} 112);12 sin28 • 

(28) 

When evaluated at w = ~ these refractive indices agree with cold plasma 
e 

results with the positive sign corresponding to extraordinary mode and 

the negative to ordinary. The first order correction to the refractive 

index is obtained by expanding the dispersion relation around n~, 

J\(n) (29) 

Using Eq. (20) gives 

on (30) 

The term J\3F is small by a factor v /c and can be neglected. The J\2f 
e 

term makes a first order correction to the real part of the refractive 

index, and the J\1 term givcG the imaginary par.t of the refractive index, 

(31) 

A number of comments should be made concerning the validity of this 

approximation. The approximation lcrl ~ 1 can break down if w is too 
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close to cold plasma resonance since n 2 becomes large there. In partic

ular, for the extraordinary mode a cold plasma resonance occurs for n 
e 

such that 

nz 
e resonant 

w2 
(32) = 

Pur: angles of p:ropa~atinn nPar e =- TI/2 the c.olJ plasm~:~ r~sonance occurs 

near the upper hybrid frequency nUH = (n2 + w2 ) 112 , the plasma resonance 
e pe 

and cyclotron resonance are well separated, n cos e is small, and the 

inequality (27) is easily satisfied for (w2 /w2)c/v /w 2v > 1. We there-pe e e 
fore expect the weak damping approximation always to b~ valid fur the 

extraordinary mode when the ray approaches the cyclotron resonance with 

~nearly perpendicular to ~· This is the case, for example, in a perpen

dicularly stratified medium, Eq. (10). 

For angles of propagation near 8 = 0, the cold plasma resonance 

occurs near the cyclotron frequency, ~I becomes very large, and inequality 

(27) is violated for n === w. For e = 0 evP.n in. thQ limit v I c + 0' tht! 
e c 

contribution of A1 in Eq. (26) must be ret;:dned to obtain the cold plasma 

dispersion relation. For example, in a perpendicularly stratified 

plasma the angle of propagation 8 vanishes as the cyclotron layer is 

approached, n diverges, and the weak damping approximation will always 
z 

break down for n sufficiently near 111. In this cnoc both the 1:eal and 
~ 

imaginary parts of n become large at the cyclot:ron reson;:mrP l'lnd thQ ~-laVQ 

is completely absorbed. 

Fur the ordinary mode, no cold plasma resonances occur near n = w 
1:! 

so that cyclotron absorption is a comparatively weak finite-temperature 

effect. Accordingly, the weak damping approximation is valid for any 

plasma geometry and for almost all angles of propagation. However, for 

angle::; vt!ry near 8 = TI/2, the relativistic correction is required nnd the 

approximation can break down due to the presence of tan28 in terms in 

Al. 
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Finally, it should be mentioned that if the quantities A1, A2, and 

3Ao/an± are evaluated at Qe = w then Eq. (31) reduces to the results 

contained in Alhiezer et al. (Ref. 14)(their expression for A1 contains a 

misprint, however). For small values of v /c and angles .near 8 = n/2 
e 

the resonance is quite narrow, and since the A's are slowly varying 

functions of w they can be evaluated at Q = w. However, for larger 
e 

values of v /c and small angles the resonance is broad and the A's do 
e 

vary somewhat across the resonance. Better agreement is obtained on the 

wings of the absorption line between the weak damping approximation and 

an exact solution of the dispersion if the A's are evaluated at the local 

value of ne. 

Figure 5 shows the imaginary part of k in (centimeters)- 1 vs Q /w 
- e 

for plasma parameters typical of EBT-I: w/2n = 18 GHz, T = 300 eV(v /c = 
e e 

0.034), and w2 /w 2 = 0.3-0.7(no = 1.2-2.8 x l0 12 /cm3). Figures 5(a) and 
pe 

5(b) are for ordinary and extraordinary modes, respectively, at a propa-

gation angle 8 = 85°, while Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) are for ordinary and 

extraordinary modes ate= 45°. 

in (centimeters)- 1 vs Q /w 

Figure 6 shows the imaginary part of k 

e 
EBT-II: w/2n = 120 GHz, T 

.e 

for typical projected plasma parameters for 

= 2 keV(v /c = 0.09), and w2 /w2 = 0.3(no = e pe 
5.36 x 1013 ) to w2 /w2 = 0.7(no pe 

= 1.25 x l014 /cm3). 

A quantity of considerable interest is the fraction f of the power 

absorbed from a wave as it propagates through the cyclotron resonance. 

This can be expressed in terms of a total damping coefficient aT 

f 

where 

!
00 

ds 2k1 (s).cos [~(s)] -we Joo ; 4n ds n.(s) cos G~(s)], 
]. . 

-00 -00 

s = arc length along a ray, and 

~(s) = angle between k and the group velocity v -g = aw/a~. 

(33) 
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This integral is calculated numerically in the RAYS code to determine the 

power deposited along a ray. However, if the ray remains sufficiently far 

from a cold plasma resonance (e.g., ordinary mode, or extraordinary mode 

in a perpendicularly stratified medium), then k is nearly parallel to v 
-g 

and the real part of ~ changes very little through the cyclotron resonance 

layer. In that case the integral can be done analytically to yield 

est.irnates of the fractional damping. Making use of Eq. (31) and evalua

ting n± and the A's at ~e = w, one finds that only the argument~ of the 

z function varies with s, ~ = (1- ~(s)/w)/(n± cos 6ve/c). Expanding ~(s) 

near the cyclotron resonance, 

(34) 

where L is the scale length for magnetic field gradients along the ray, 
s 

the integral over Im{Z[~(s)]- 1 } can be expressed 1 0 

lT 

2• n = cos 6L v /c • s e 

The total damping coefficient can be expressed 

<XI = 
w v 

c 
--n 

± 
c c 

rns EJT. n. (s=O;El), 
5 1 

where n.(s=0,8) is the local damping rate evaluated exactly at the 
1 . 

cyclotron layer. Eldridg~, Namkung, and England 1 0 derived a similar 

(35) 

(36) 

equation and applied it to perpendicularly stratified plasmas of tokamak· 

interest. 

Considering plane stratified plasmas, it can be seen from Fig. 4 that 

the total power deposited depends strongly upon the direction of stratifi

cation. For perpendicular stratification with magnetic field scale length 
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L the segment of the ray inside the resonant layer decreases as 6 
X 

increases and the magnetic scale length along the ray is given by L 
s 

L /sin 
X 

6. For parallel stratification with magnetic field scale length 

L the segment of the ray inside the resonant layer increases as 6 z 
increases, so that the magnetic scale length along the ray is given by 

L = L /cos 6. 
s z 

Figure 7 shows the fraction of power absorbed from a ray, f [Eq. 

(33)], as a function of propagation angle 6 for typical EBT-1 plasma 

parameters; w/2n = 18 GHz, T = 300 eV, and w2 /w 2 = 0.3-0.7. The magnetic 
e pe 

field scale length was taken to be L L 10 em for both directions of 
X Z 

stratification. This is characteristic of the gradients near the funda-

mental resonant zone at the minor axis. Figures 7(a) and 7(b) are for the 

ordinary mode with perpendicular and parallel stratification, respectively. 

It can be seen that the fractional power absorbed increases with increasing 

density and with propagation angle. It is much greater for the parallel 

stratified plasma. The important point is that ordinary mode absorption 

is very weak at the temperatures and densities characteristic of EBT-1. 

Even for the case of parallel stratification at the highest density, the 

fractional absorption exceeds a few percent only for 6 very near goo. 

Figure 7(c) shows extraordinary mode absorption for a perpendicularly 

stratified plasma. The fractional power absorption decreases with 

increasing density and propagation angle. As previously discussed, the 

extraordinary mode is totally absorbed in a parallel stratified plasma 

when propagating from the accessible side. However, even for perpendic

ular stratification, the extraordinary mode is very heavily damped at 

EBT-1 densities and temperatures. 

Figure 8 shows similar plots of fractional power abs.orption for 

projected EBT-11 parameters: w/2n 120 GHz, T = 2 keV, and w2 /w 2 
e pe 

0.3-0.7. The magnetic field scale length was again taken as L = L 
X Z 

10 em. For EBT-11 parameters the ordinary mode absorption is quite signif-

icant for both directions of stratification. The extraordinary mode is 

almost completely absorbed except for 6 near goo. 

Although the basic physics of the cyclotron heating processes is 

comparatively well understood, a number of important effects have been 
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omitted from the absorption calculations up to now. In particular, the 

inclusion of damping at second and higher cyclotron harmonics and absorp

tion by the hot electron annulus are matters of top priority. An alter

native method of computing energy deposition is to make use of the 
H Hermitian part of the plasma conductivity a in the energy transport equa

~ 

tion 15 

du __ an * H 
dt -uV • Clk - E • g • E (37) 

where 
l . 

u ;;;; - -·· E* 
81T - aw • E = totai wave energy, 

group velocity, and 

~ "" plasma dielectric tensor. 

The rirst term on the right of Eq. (37) represents geometric focusing and 

defocusing as well as speeding up and slowing down of the group velocity. 

The second term describes energy dissipation. The RAYS code is being 

adapted to calculate the electric field strength by this method. Another 

area which has not yet been considered is the effect on energy absorption 

of quasi-linear distortion of the distribution function. The toroidal 

core plasma is expected to remain nearly Maxwellian because of collisions 

but quasi-linear effects may be very important for the hot electron 

component. 
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3. RAY TRACING IN THREE DIMENSIONS: THE RAYS CODE 

If the position r and propagation vector k of the microwave field 

are specified, the results of Sect. 2 can be used to calculate the local 

rate of energy deposition. However, for a general non-plane stratified 

medium ~he propagation regions and values of k as a function of space 

cannot be determined in a straightforward way. This information can be 

obtained by the method of geometrical optics. Much of the effort in the 

microwave heating study has gone into the development of a ray tracing 

computer code, RAYS, capable of operating with a wide variety of plasma 

equilibrium configurations. It has been written in a modular form so 

that equilibrium geometries and wave dispersion relations are readily 

interchangeable. As of this writing the RAYS code calculated ray paths, 

local wave number k, and local electric field polarization using the 

Appleton-Hartree dispersion relation, as well as fractional power depo

sition using the finite temperature dispersion relation (Sect. 2). 

The equations solved to obtain the ray trajectories are the Hamil

tonian form of the geometrical optics equations (see, for example, 

Refs. 13 and 15). For general space- and time-varying media, the waves 

satisfy a dispersion relation·of the form 

D(k,w,r,t) det (e:) 0 ' (38) 

where e: is the dielectric tensor. When solved for w, w = n(k,r,t), -the dispersion relation plays the role of the Hamiltonian defining the 

trajectories r(t) and k(t) 

dr -
dt -

dk -

v _g 

- =-
dt ar 

an 

ak 

or 

or 

dk 
•.· 

v 
-g 

-= 
dt 

aD/ak 

ao;aw ' 

aD/ar· 

aD/aw • 

(39) 

(40) 

For time-invariant media (a/at= 0), the arc length along the ray, s, is 

a convenient parameter and the above equations can be reduced to 
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dr 1 dr 
-sgn ( ::) 

'CJD/'CJk -
ds = FJ dt = jan/a~l -g 

(41) 

dk 1 dk 
sgn (::) 

'CJD/'CJr - --= F}dt"= jan;a~l ds 
-g 

(42) 

Equations (41) and (42) are the ones integrated in the tracing code. 

The Appleton-Hartree dispersion relation,l3,18 a high frequency 

limit (w > Q.) of the cold plasma dispersion relation, takes the foLw 1 . 

where 

8(w.r) 

u/ 7 (1 

w2 (r)/w2 , and 
pe -

2a(l - a.) (41) 

The +(-) sign in Eq. (43) corresponds to the ordinary modP. (P~traordinary 

moJ~) uf propagation. 

The group velocity is most conveniently calculated in a local · 

coordinate system with ~ taken along the local magnetic field and x 
taken .in the~. ~plane (Fig. 9). The group velocity is resolved into 

components along k = k/lkl and e, 

v 
-g 

~n k + 1 ~ e 
ak k ae 

'CJD/'CJw 
(44) 
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where 

A k X (k X B) 
8 

= I~ X (k X ~)I . 

Using these expressions in Eq. (39), we obtain 

dr 
(45) -- =-

ds 

The right-hand sides of Eqs. (42) and (45) can be obtained analyt

ically by a straightforWard but tedious differentiation of Eq. (43). 

Expressing the dispersion relation n(w,k,r) as 

n = 1 

Where 

N(et) G(a.,s,r,e) - -~~=---
V±(et,f3,r,8) 

we have 

an 2kc 2 -:..::----

2a(l - a) _____ ___:c:..::.:..;,.:::,__~-----

2(1- a) - f3 sin28 ± r(a,f3,8) 

-:-: = -:-
2 

-:V-
8 

±_ = __ 2_N_sl._·n_V_:_c_o_s_6 [a ± a2 
sin

2
e -r 26(1 - a)

2
] ' 

± ± 

an 
dW 

(46) 

(47) 
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± S sin4e + 2(1 - a) 2 cos2e] 

r 

The unit vectors in Eqs. (42) and (45) are expressed in terms of a 

Cartesian coordinate system with origin located at the origin of the 

model equilibrium. These equations are then numerically integrated to 

obtain the Cartesian components of r and k as functions of arc length s 

and the initial conditions of the ray :0 and ko. 

The RAYS code has been run and tested extensively in (1-D) slab 

geometry and (2-D) cylindrical or quasi-toroidal geometry. For example, 

the ray paths can be calculated analytically for the perpendicular 

incidence of the ordinary mode on a plasma cylinder with a parabolic 

density profile. 19 Rays calculated using the code agree exactly with 

the analytic results for this case. 

Figures 10 and 11 show extraordinary mode rays in a quasi-toroidal 

geometry. The equilibrium is a straight cylinder having a magnetic 

field in the z direction which varies such that n (x) = w(l + x/L)- 1 • 
c 

The density profile was taken to be a parabolic function of radius, 

w2 (x) = (wo )2(1- r2/a2). Figure lO(a) shows a proJ"ection of the pe · pe 
rays onto a cross section (x-y) of the plasma column, while Fig. lO(b) 

shows a projection onto the equatorial (x-~) ~lane. The propagation 

is from the inner or high magnetic field side of the equilibrium at 

various angles with respect to the field direction. Waves injected 

from the outer or low field side of the equilibrium are reflected at 
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the right-hand cutoff. In Fig. 10 the peak density was chosen such that 

(wo )2jw2 = 0.5. The rays propagate past the cyclotron resonance layer 
pe 

(x = O) to the upper hybrid resonance. As_ the rays approach the upper 

hybrid resonance, the group velocity becomes parallel to the magnetic 

field while k [the vectors shown in Fig. lO(b)] becomes perpendicular to 

B. This behavior is characteristic of perpendicularly stratified media. 

Figure 11 is similar to Fig. 10 except that the peak density was chosen 

such that (wO ) 2/w2 = 1.2. In this case only rays having small initial 
pe 

values of k can penetrate to the upper hybrid resonance layer. Notice 
z 

the double cusp nature of the x-y projection of ray 2. 

Recently the 3-D RAYS code has been run using a model axisymmetric 

mirror equilibrium (described in Sect. 2.1). Figure 12 shows the results 

of injecting extraordinary mode rays at varying angles into a mirror 

equilibrium from a point located at the mirror midplane (z = 0) and just 

above the equatorial plane (y = 0). The plasma parameters were chosen 

to be representative_ of EBT-1: w/2n 18 GHz, (w /w) = 0.5, and pe max 
v /c = 0.034. e The density profile was modeled to be constant along 

field lines and to decrease in moving radially away from the z-axis. 

Figure 12 shows the projection of the ray path onto the equatorial plane 

and the wave vectors k at various points along the ray. Also shown in 

Fig. 12 are the magnetic field lines and equatorial cross sections of 

the cyclotron resonant surface and right-hand cutoff surface. It can be 

seen that the rays propagating from the low magnetic field region near 

the mirror midplane do not penetrate to the cyclotron resonance surface 

but are reflected at the right-hand cutoff. 

There are a number of mechanisms by which the extraordinary mode 

could eventually be absorbed by the plasma: (1) by Budden tunneling 

through the right-hand cutoff to the resonance layer, (2) by linear mode 

conversion to a warm piasma mode and subsequent absorption by Landau 

damping, and (3) by a complicated process involving multiple reflections, 

depolarization into the ordinary mode, reconversion to extraordinary 

mode on the high field side of the cyclotron resonant zone, and absorp

tion at the resonant layer. The theory of these three processes is in 

too primitive a state to consider including them in the RAYS code at 
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this time. However, we can examine the fate of an extraordinary mode 

ray originating near the mirror throat which, for example, might arise 

from depolarization of an ordinary mode ray on reflection. Figure 12 

also shows ray paths and wave vectors for extraordinary mode rays in

jected at varying angles in the equatorial plane from a point near the 

mirror coil. On this side, the cyclotron resonance zone is accessible. 

It can be seen that the rays approach the cyclotron resonance layer with 

vg nearly perpendicular to Band.~ nearly parallel to~· This is char-

acteristic of parallel stratified media in the cold plasma model. The 

asterisks on the rays mark the points at whirh 1!., 50%, ~nd 99% of the 

wave power has been absorbed. For the KRT- T p;:!r::nn~?t'i•s ur.cil in thr.: 

calculation, the waves are completely damped before reaching the resonant 

layer. The ray paths show a tendency to focus the Pnergy tm.;rard the 

center of the plasma. However, this can hardly be considered signif

icant due to the early damping of the wave energy. 

The situation is much less complicated for the ordinary mode. As 

long as the microwave frequency is higher than the plasma frequency, the 

entire plasma is accessible to the ordinary mode. Figure 13 shows 

ordinary mode rays for the same equilibrium and injection geometry as in 

Fig. 12. The rays are virtual.ly straight with alight curvature due to 

density gradients. 

For Lhe EBT-I PCirameterR nsed, only rayc uithin a narruw coue have 

ruure than 1% of the wave ene:r:gy ahsnr.bed in paooing through tht:! cyclotron 

resonance (the circles on the rays mark the location at which 1% of the 

wave energy has been absorbed). Despite its small damping rate, the 

ordinary mode may play an important role in the heating of EBT-I sinc-.e 

conversion of ordinary mode energy in the high field region can be an 

important source of extraordinary mode which subsequently propagates to 

the cyclotron resonance. 

Fu1 a plasma having parameters characteristic of the projected 

values for EBT-II, the ordinary mode is heavily damped. Figure 14 shows 

the result of injecting ordinary mode rays at varying angles into a 

plasma with w/2n = 120 GHz, (w /w) = 0.5, and v /c = 0.09. The rays pe max e 
are again virtually straight with slight curvature due to density 
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Fig. 13. Ordinary mode propagation in a mirror plasma character
istic of EBT-I. Circles mark 1% absorption. No rays had more than 2% 
power absQrbed. 
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Flg. 14. O~dinary mu~~ propagation in a plasma characteristic of 
EBT-II. Circles mark 1%, 10%, 20%, ..• power absorption. 
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gradients. The cross marks indicate the point at which 1%, 10%, ••• of 

the wave energy has been absorbed. In this case, up to 60% of the 

energy is absorbed in a single pass through the resonant zone. 

A number of tasks remain to be done in this area of ray tracing 

theory, and a great deal of additional coding will be required before 

detailed calculation of heating profiles can be carried out with the 

RAYS code. For example, work is currently under way to include the 

effects of finite temperature on the ray paths. Provision for reflec

tion, partial absorption, and partial depolarization of rays at conduct

ing walls needs to be included in the code. This may be particularly 

important in understanding complicated absorption processes of the 

extraordinary mode in EBT-I. If a ray approaches a cutoff layer at an 

angle near perpendicular, the ray may not have a continously turning 

tangent but may have a cusp or "spitze·." The Hamiltonian form of the 

equations cannot track such a nondifferentiable path. An alternative 

set of equations which can follow a cusp needs to be provided; for 

example, the Booker quartic formulation. Realistic, finite beta, 

toroidal equilibrium field and density models need to be adapted for use 

in the RAYS code. 
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4. JOINING RELATION AT REGIONS OF GEOMETRICAL OPTICS BREAKDOWN 

The geometrical optics approximation becomes invalid in any region 

for which the wave refractive index vanishes, becomes infinite, or 

changes on a spatial scale length smaller than the wavelength. In such 

regions a full wave treatment must be employed in order to determine the 

fate of incoming microwave energy. There are several processes which 

can occur: (1) the wave can be reflected; (2) if the evanescent region 

is thin, the energy can penetrate by Budden tunneling; (3) the wave can 

be absorbed directly by coupling to the plasma particles; and (4) the 

wave can be converted to other plasma modes. 

A large body of literature exists in whic.h special cases of each of 

the above processes have been studied. However. the analysis is so 

involved and so specialized that the results cannot be readily adapted 

for use in the computer code under development. As an example, the 

propagation of a plane wave vertically incident on a horizontally strat

ified plasma with constant magnetic field and linear density gradient is 

a classic problem or ionospheric physics. However, even this simplified 

problem has not been solved for arbitrary angle of incidence. For a 

plane stratified, cold plasma model, one must, in general, solve a 

fourth order differential equation for the fields in regions where 

geometrical optics breaks down. In a finite temperature plasma which 

allows coupling to warm plasma modes, the system is at least sixth 

order. It is clear that a great deal of analysis must yet be done in 

order to develop connection formulas which are sufficiently flexible to 

be used in the computer code. 

The processes which seem most likely to play an important role in 

EBT are: (1) reflection and Budden tunneling at the right-hand cutoff, 

(2) conversion between ordinary and extraordinary modes of propagation, 

and possibly (3) conversion of the extraordinary mode waves to warm 

plasma electrostatic waves at the second harmonic cyclotron resonance. 

For illustration, Fig. 15 shows the location of the first and 

second harmonic cyclotron resonance zones and the right-hand cutoff 

zones for 18-GHz extraordinary mode radiation in a model EBT-I equilib

rium. The magnetic equilibrium has an annular beta of 40% and a density 
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Fig. 15. Location of first and second harmonic cyclotron resonance 
zones and the right-hand cutoff zones for 18-GHz extraordinary mode 
radiation in a model EBT-I equilibrium. 
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profile which is nearly flat inside the annulus and drops rapidly in the 

outer region at the annulus (VB > 0) to 0.1 of its peak value. The peak 

density was chosen to be n 0 = 2 x 10 12/cm3 (wo /w = 0.707). With these 
pe 

parameters the fundamental cyclotron resonance zone is completely cut off 

from waves propagating from near the mirror midplane. The second harmonic 

resonance is accessible, but for higher density the right-hand cutoff 

moves radially outward to remove a portion of the second harmonic reso

nance from the accessible region. At this density the entire plasma is 

accessible to the ordinary mode. 

Within the geometrical optics approximation an extr,aordinary mode 

ray is reflected near the right-hand cutoff when propagating from thP. 

low magnetic field or low density side of the cutoff layer. The actual 

point of reflection depends on the.plasma geometry (stratification) and 

the angle of wave propagation [see, for example, Eqs. (13) and (17)]. 

Exactly at the right-hand cutoff wRH = w, where 

(48) 

the extraordinary mode does not propagate at any angle e. The region 

between the reflection point and the cold plasma resonance for the anglP. 

0 [Eq. (J2)] is evanesct=uL. 

If the region of evanescence is sufficiently thin (due to low 

density or short magnetic scale length) a full wave treatment shows that 

energy incident from the cutoff side can tunnel through the evan~scent 

region to be absorbed at the resonance or transmitted. 13 , 20 in particu

lar, for waves propagating along the magnetic field in a parallel strati

fied plasma the refractive index is given by Eq. (14) and the wave 

equation can be written in the form 

0 ' (49) 



where 

ko 

zo 

w 
c 

w2 
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free space wave number, and 

~ L = thickness of the cutoff region. 
w2 

We have assumed a linear magnetic field profile Q = w(l + z/L) and 

constant density. The Budden analysis for waves propagating from the 

cutoff side. gives a power reflection coefficient R, a power transmission 

coefficient T, and an absorption coefficient A of the form 

T 
-1Tkozo 

e ' (50) 

A 1 - R - T 

If the cutoff zone is greater than one free space wavelength thick 

(kozo > 21T), the reflection coefficient is essentially unity {R = [1-

exp (-21T 2 )] 2 ~ 1-5 x 10-9}. For very small kozo the wave is completely 

transmitted. The absorption coefficient has a maximum A = 1/4 for zo 

such that exp (-1Tkozo) = 1/2. From Fig. 15 it is clear that the central 

region of EBT is completely cut off from the extraordinary mode. How

ever, in the low density region near the coil casing the cutoff zone is 

thin (zo ~ 0.25 em). This value gives R = U.~~. '1' = 0.06, and A= 0.06. 

Therefore, it is likely that in this low density surface region, extra

ordinary mode energy can be weakly absorbed and transmitted into the 

high field region. 

The picture which is emerging is that microwave energy injected as 

extraordinary mode near the midplane is essentially trapped by the 

right-hand cutoff and undergoes many reflections at the cutoff and cavity 

wall until it is absorbed or transmitted by tunneling or until it is 

converted to ordinary mode. Similarly, since the ordinary mode is so 

very weakly damped in EBT-I, the principal sink for this form of rad.iation 
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is conversion to extraordinary mode. These considerations suggest that 

conversion between ordinary mode and extraordinary mode may play an 

important role in the microwave energy balance in EBT. An investigation 

is under way of the various mechanisms for such mode conversion, partic

ularly depolarization upon reflection by a metallic wall. 

It should be emphasized that the proper treatment of singular 

surfaces is critical if meaningful results are to be obtained from the 

study. The one incontrovertible piece of experimental evidence is that. 

heating does occur in EBT; therefore, any theory which seeks to explain 

microwave heating in EBT must hr~vP. pr,nv:ision for the microwaves to 

tunnel through, mode convert past, or otherwise get around the right

ho.nd cutoff. 
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5. NONLINEAR PROCESSES 

EBT is powered by a more or less coherent, large amplitude rf wave. 

A concern was that this large amplitude wave might drive nonlinear 

processes which would invalidate the linear wave propagation and damping 

model. In particular, cavitation due to the ponderamotive force and 

parametric wave decay processes were considered. It turns out that for 

EBT the ponderamotive potential is quite small in comparison to the 

thermal energy and is therefore unlikely to effect the plasma density 

significantly. With respect to parametric processes, there are two 

principal questions: 

(1) To what extent do parametric processes deplete the wave energy 

before propagation of the microwaves to the linear resonance 

zones? 

(2) What role might damping of parametric decay products play in 

plasma heating? 

The elementary calculations discussed here suggest that thresholds for 

most parametric decay processes are too high to occur in EBT. However, 

this conclusion must be considered tentative since only a few of the 

multitude of possible decay combinations have been considered. 

Whether or not any nonlinear process occurs depends on the magni

tude of the microwave electric field. The microwave electric field 

strength can be estimated by assuming that the total wave energy density 

UT is uniform throughout the cavity volume. Then using the relation 

between the observed cavity Q ~ 10 and the injected microwave power 

P ~ 60 kW, 
11 

Q = 

one obtains for the wave euer:gy density of the 18-GHz microwaves 

QP 
= -~ 

vf 
ll 

2.5. x lo- 11 J/cm3 , 

(51) 

(52) 
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where f 
ll 

microwave frequency and v = 1.35 x 106 cm3 is the cavity 

volume. Since UT = UEM + U 1 where U = £oE2 and U 1 > p asma EM p asma 
0 for 

a stable plasma, the electric field is bounded byE~ 16.7 v/cm. Of 

course, WKB amplification of the wave fields can occur near cutoffs and 

resonances 20 but except for very special circumstances, this amplifica

tion is less than an order of magnitude. 

To.obtain an indication of the importance of parametric decay 

processes in EBT, the particular case of decay of an upper hybrid wave 

into an upper hybrid wave and an unmagnetized ion acoustic wave was 

considered. The upper hybrid mode seems particularly appropriate for 

the pump wave since an upper hybrid resonance layer extends across the 

plasma and resonant wave focusing may occur there. Other low.frequency 

modes were considered briefly (lower hybrid anc'l i.on cyclotron modes), 

but it was not possible to find k1 , ~I values which were compatible with 

the upper hybrid mode and still solvable analytically. 

The threshold condition for this decay process can be written in 

the dipole approximation,21,22 

81rn 'l' 
e e 

where 

11)2 •2 

threshold .pump wave field, 

w2 + ~2 ~ w2 is frequency of the high frequency mode, 
pe e ll 

mode 

w2
1 k 2w2 .A 2 = frequency of low frequency mode, and 

pl. De 

(53) 

+~e e l. 
T -T /2T.) 

damping rate of low 

frequency mode. 

T. 
]. 
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Parameters characteristic of the edge of an EBT-I plasma were assumed: 

T 200 eV, 
e 

T. = 50 eV, 
J.. 

f w /2k = 20 GHz, 
).l ).l 

w2 = n2 + w2 
).l e pe' 

w Q /2 -+ n :::: 1012. 
pe e e 

Because of t~e curvature and gradients along the magnetic field, 

the parallel wavelength is limited such that All ~ 1
11 

where 1
11 

is a scale 

length for plasma variations along the field lines. For EBT an upper 

limit for All would appear to be about 2 em; therefore, ~I (min) ~ 

2TI/2 em. The minimum damping for the upper hybrid mode is obtained by 

setting ~I = ~I (min) = TI/cm. With these assumptions, the threshold 

condition becomes 

E2 
____ T ___ 5 X 10-4 
8Tin T 

(54) 
e e 

or Eo ~ 700 v/cm for instability. This is of course much higher than 

the microwave field strengths to be expected unless considerable ampli

fication occurs at the upper hybrid layer. 

Namkung23 has recent_ly done a thorough (kll , k1 ) space study of the 

decay of an upper hybrid wave to an upper hybrid wave and an ion acoustic 

wave. He has found cas~s in which the primary damptng mechanism is 

collisional and which have threshold fields in the range ET- 30-100 V/cm. 

These values are still larger than the field strengths which could be 

expected to occur inERT. In addition, decay thresholds can be raised 

considerably by effects of plasma inhomogeneity, finite pump extent, and 

pump depletion. 

In view of the r-Ather high threshold fields found in these calcula

tions, at present parametric instabilities appear unlikely to play a 

major role in EBT devices. The number of parametric decay combinations 

is quite large and a more thorough search should be performed particu

larly for decay to ion quasi-modes. However, this work must have a 

somewhat lower priority than other aspects of the microwave heating study. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

The microwave heating study for EBT can be divided into four areas 

which are to some extent independent of one another: (1) geometrical 

optics, (2) heating mechanisms, (3) connection formulae across regions 

of geometrical optics breakdown, and (4) nonlinear effects. A basic 

component of the study is the development of the geometrical optics 

code, RAYS. The code is now capable of calculating ray trajectories, 

wave number, and electric field polarization in three-dimensional, cold 

plasma equilibria. A finite temperature wave damping model has been 

included to calculate energy deposition. The most pressing needs for 
' 

the RAYS code are: inclusion of finite temperature effects on ray 

paths, inclusion of mode conversion and reflection c:tt <;Qnductin~ walls, 

and modeling of the injected microwave fields near the antenna. 

The heating process can be understood on the basis of single par

ticle orbits in specified microwave fields, or on the basis of linear 

wave damping. Energy deposition calculations including self-consistent 

wave fields and quasi-linear effects have not yet been done. Extensive 

coding will be required in the RAYS code in order to keep track of the 

spatial distribution of energy deposition. Absorption At the second 

harmonic resonant zone also needs to be included in the RAYS code. 

Work on developing the joining relations across ~nt.offR Ann reso

nances aml the task of linear mode conversion problems have barely 

begun. This is the area which will require the most analysis before the 

RAYS code can be used to calculate complicated energy deposition process. 

Elementary calculations have been performed tn evaluate the impor

tance of ponderamotive force and parametric decay processes on wave 

propagation in EBT. The results are tentative but indicate that these 

nonlinear processes are unlikely to play a major role. More work needs 

to be done but this must be given a lower priority. 

A complete investigation of the electron cyclotron resonance heating 

in EBT, including wall effects, linear mode conversion, tunneling, etc., 

must still be considered a long-term project. However, with a moderate 

amount of additional analysis and coding, problems which do not involve 

such complications could be handled in the reasonably near future. 
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Situations which could be treated are the heating in EBT devices or 

tokamaks due to the ordinary mode and heating in tokamaks due to the 

extraordinary mode, provided injection is from the inside and avoids the 

right-hand cutoff. 
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